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SAVE THE DATE:
When? 01. – 03. Juli 2022
Where: Bröckerweg 55 · 49074 Osnabrück · Germany

SCHEDULE AND PROGRAM INFORMATION
The 3-day AFRICA PICNIC MARKET OSNABRÜCK event is organized by the Osnabrückbased restaurant business African Dishes and will take place for the first time in early
July 2022. It is the first "safari-oriented" picnic event of this kind in Europe and Lower
Saxony's city of Osnabrück is ideally suited as a location for this "culture and market
festival" - after all, Osnabrück has been home to the most successful and largest Africa
festival in northern Germany for many years.
The AFRICA PICNIC MARKET OSNABRÜCK event is to be held at the same time and
place every year in the future. The venue has space for about 20 market exhibitors,
who show unique African jewelry, small art, textiles and clothing to furniture of African
design on their stalls.
The venue has a central restaurant with African specialties, a hall for up to 100 people
and an outdoor restaurant with a covered beer garden for another 60 people; in good
weather, over 200 guests can be fed at the same time.
The special feature is an additional Picnic area on a green lawn on the premises
(directly opposite the market stalls), where visitors and guests can eat and drink to
their heart's content while kneeling on cushions and blankets or sitting on the ground
- just like on an African safari...
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Various artists representing the cultural richness of the African continent will make sure
that everyone present will "feel in Africa" after a short time. Some cultural artists will be
from Africa and the Diaspora, as organizer Helen Nintemann of African Dishes works
with networks from the Diaspora.
Other culinary stands from the African continent, African fashion shows and children's
animations enrich the program - in short: a family-oriented event for everyone who
has learned to love - or would like to rediscover - the culture of Africa that exudes joie
de vivre.
We from African Dishes are looking forward to a lively participation - be it as sponsor,
ideal event partner, media partner, market exhibitor, creative artist - or as guest and
visitor. Last but not least, a culinary treat awaits all in the center of the event area in
the restaurant of African Dishes - and all this only 5 - 10 bicycle minutes away from the
city center of Osnabrück (Neumarkt).
We are happy about the support of the city of Osnabrück and other migrant-friendly
organizations and companies; the cooperation with the hotel industry in the vicinity of
the event location will ensure a smooth stay for all participants and visitors. Osnabrück
has many tourist attractions to offer and is surrounded by nature, which invites you to
cycle!
Yours sincerely
Helen Nintemann
Organizer of the first AFRICA PICNIC MARKET OSNBRÜCK event

